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The original goal of AutoCAD Crack For Windows was to provide a tool which took advantage of the
advances in personal computers to streamline the design process. With the advancements in
graphics hardware and software, AutoCAD has since become a very powerful graphics tool.

Although AutoCAD was initially an AutoCAD AutoCAD, over the years, AutoCAD software
applications have extended beyond CAD to include engineering applications such as P&ID, piping

and drainage, mechanical, electrical, structural, and other professional applications. Origins
AutoCAD was created in 1981 by S. Shou, D.J. Campitelli, and Donald Forte, who were all working

for Automatic Data Processing (ADP). The development team were aiming to build a desktop
application that would be able to work with the internal graphics capabilities of the 8010 series of
computers running IBM DOS. Donald Forte, the project’s lead developer, was a former inventor of
the HP ribbon cam, which was very common on the IBM 8010 computers at the time. They named
their new product after the HP cam. The first release of AutoCAD was a 32-bit application with a

startup screen and feature set that resembled that of a professional drafting program. The
interface, however, was based on the format used by graphical user interfaces (GUIs) which were

still relatively new at the time. The application was distributed as a hardcopy disk on which a 320K
floppy diskette could be inserted. The user could run the AutoCAD program directly from this floppy

disk. Up to 32 different users could simultaneously use the program at one time, each with their
own set of documents. With the addition of the first mouse as a pointing device, and the direct

coupling of the operating system and application through the use of graphics controllers, AutoCAD
changed the way people did drafting. It was released in 1982 and became a very popular program.
In 1983, David J. Campitelli and Steven Shou left ADP to form a company called Numerical Design,
which was later renamed to E&S Automation. This new company released AutoCAD as a multi-user
application for multiple users in multiple locations. The next major release was AutoCAD R1 which
included many changes that reflected the shift towards real time drafting, mechanical CAD, civil

engineering, and other areas of design that required large scale operations. The name of the
product, AutoCAD, was changed to reflect its new purpose as a desktop program that was intended

to

AutoCAD

Document exchange format (DXF) is the native native file format for AutoCAD and is an extended
version of the Open Office Draw (OGG) format. It is currently used in many CAD software including
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Autodesk Inventor and VectorWorks. The "Office Open XML" standard is specified for this format.
The DXF standard is published by the Autodesk Inventor Working Group, which also created an XML
dialect for it. Dynamic Data Exchange (Dynasys) is an XML format used to interchange information
between software programs. Application program interfaces (APIs) AutoCAD supports a number of
Application Program Interfaces (APIs) which allow applications and end-users to enhance AutoCAD
or access external AutoCAD data. Image editing and management ImageMagick is an open source

software suite for image manipulation. It can read and write many image formats and has a number
of useful commands. It is available for Unix and Microsoft Windows platforms. Image Color

Management (ICM) is a feature of AutoCAD 2010 which provides a command-line utility and API to
use color management. File management File Manager – A simple file manager that provides basic
file manipulation. XFA File Manager – A file manager for eXtensible Forms Authoring. User interface
features Microsoft Word-style ribbon – Ribbon interface introduced in AutoCAD 2007. Quick Info – A

toolbar view which provides important information like date, time and measurement units for a
drawing. Linked Files – A feature in AutoCAD 2010 which allows sharing files with other programs

and then editing them in a shared workspace. Easy Help – A feature in AutoCAD 2010 that displays
the Help contents for any menu, command, menu item, or button which is selected. Graphical user

interface (GUI) The ribbon menu system, originally introduced in Microsoft Office 97 and used in
many Microsoft applications since, is also used in AutoCAD. The ribbon was generally supported for

various 3D-modeling, 2D drafting and 2D-design purposes. The ribbon UI replaced the previous
command-based interface. The ribbon menu system allows the user to access commonly used

commands with a single click and can minimize many other functions to minimize the user interface
and increase the speed at which work is performed. As of AutoCAD 2012 the ribbon has been

updated to offer a more design and layout oriented ribbon. The ribbon now allows the ca3bfb1094
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BANGKOK (Reuters) - Thailand has passed a law to give authorities more teeth in their fight against
online theft, including tougher penalties and the ability to send defendants to jail for up to a
decade, the Finance Ministry said on Friday. FILE PHOTO: Thailand's Finance Minister Apisit
Thanatachu speaks at an interview with Reuters at the Dusit Thani Hotel in Bangkok, Thailand July
10, 2018. REUTERS/Soe Zeya Tun/File Photo A budget vote in May authorized the police and the
Finance Ministry to move forward with the draft law, part of a wider package of measures to
modernize the criminal justice system and introduce stricter penalties for several crimes. The
government needs to ratify the law before it becomes law. The new legislation, aimed at cutting the
number of people who illegally access and share personal and confidential data online, includes
several amendments to existing laws to make the most effective use of the current anti-hacking
technology. It will apply to all crimes including cybercrime, bribery and fraud. Bribery and fraud
were included under the purview of the anti-corruption body, Commission on Rapid Inspection, or
CRI, while cybercrime and other crimes would be overseen by the Ministry of Digital Economy and
Society. Thailand’s current laws on hacking and data theft are outdated, according to a study by the
Asia Internet Coalition and the Thailand Internet Steering Group published in April. The Coalition
was set up by Google in Bangkok with the aim of promoting digital trade and economic
development in Thailand. The law will cover cybercrime through the monitoring and reporting of
malicious activities or hackings by private companies, with the aim of discouraging online behavior
that harms the public. More severe penalties will be introduced to deter individuals from
committing cybercrimes, and online content that violates other laws will be held accountable, the
Finance Ministry said. “The legislation also included the introduction of the one-sentence offense of
unauthorized acquisition of data, which will be a more severe crime than merely illegally accessing
or transmitting data,” said Gagdang Saharnitporn, Deputy Public Relations Manager for the Finance
Ministry. “Data may also include anything that is stored or processed by a data center including,
but not limited to, banking, insurance, and government,” she said. Thailand is a hotspot for online
illegal activities including hacking, surveillance, fraud,

What's New in the?

Convert 2D vector graphics to 3D. Choose from numerous predefined and custom-made 3D tools,
including ribbon arrows and vanes, surfaces, or even linear and area profiles. (video: 1:21 min.)
Faster and more accurate layout tools. Create text or tabular layouts, and export them to HTML or
PDF directly in the object browser, the 2D Drafting Window, or the Print Window. (video: 1:21 min.)
Convert 2D drafting elements to 3D. The new Create Surface Pro feature creates 2D surfaces in 3D,
while the new Export to CAD feature allows users to export 2D objects directly into existing 3D
models. (video: 2:30 min.) Enhanced 2D drawing with a new interactive interface. Review and
annotate 2D drawing details, such as text, while it’s being imported, applied, and exported. (video:
2:30 min.) 2D design tools that are easy to use. With the new shape-based tools and 2D authoring
tools, such as the Properties Editor, you can shape designs with curves, splines, circles, and arrows,
and easily annotate your work with shapes and attributes. (video: 2:30 min.) Design freedom with
new 2D tools. There are a variety of new features for 2D drawing, such as the 2D Chalkboard,
Blockout, Selective Editing, Stylize, and Text tools. With these tools, you can quickly change your
design without requiring a separate sketchup or Adobe Illustrator file. (video: 2:30 min.) 2D drawing
with a new interactive interface. The new 2D dialog box offers a more interactive experience, with
the ability to instantly retrieve most objects from a design by selecting them in a web browser. 2D
drafting with the new 2D dialog box is easy, interactive, and integrated. (video: 2:30 min.) Faster
and more efficient screen-sharing. Draw and collaborate with others by annotating, exchanging
comments, and making changes to existing designs in real time. (video: 3:10 min.) Dynamic 2D
drawing. The new Dynamic 2D drawing mode allows users to interact with their drawings in a
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dynamic way, with on-the-fly drawing tools and simulation. (video: 3:10 min.) Graphical
representation of electrical circuit diagrams. A new graphical
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 or Windows Vista SP2 CPU: Intel Pentium II 300 MHz or AMD Athlon
X2 2800 MHz or better RAM: 4 MB HDD: 300 MB Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9-compatible video
card with 128 MB VRAM Recommended: CPU: Intel Core i5 3.2 GHz or AMD Athlon X4 3.2 GHz or
better HDD: 300
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